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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM
11:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Eaton in the County of
Carroll is said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Evans Memohal
Building (Town Hall) in the Town of Eaton, County of Carroll on
Tuesday the fourteenth day of March, 1995 at eleven o'clock in the
morning to act upon the following subjects hereinafter set forth. The
polls shall open for balloting at 1 1 :00 A.M., or as soon thereafter as
the Moderator calls the meeting to order and declares a quorum
present. Voting on Article 1 (election of officers) and Article 2 (zoning
amendments) shall be by official ballot. The remaining articles on the
warrant shall be acted upon at eight o'clock in the evening.
ARTICLE #1.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE #2
To see if the Town is in favor of adopting 6 amendments to
the Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973.
ARTICLE #3
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $297,100 for general municipal operations :
Executive 27,000
Election and Registration 1,000
Financial Administration 18,500
Revaluation of Property 3,900
Legal Expense 2,000
Personnel Administration 22,200
Planning and Zoning 3,500




Advertising and Regional Association 500
Emergency Services 13,300
Building Inspection 500
Highways and Streets 97,800
Street Lighting 2,500
Solid Waste Disposal 37,100
Pest Control 300
Direct Assistance 3,500
Parks and Recreation 5,000
Library 2,500
Interest on TAN 5,000
To Capital Reserve Funds 31,000
TOTAL 297,100
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #4
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $385.00 in support of the Children's Health Center (of the Mt.
Washington Valley).
Agreeable to a petition signed by JoAnn Kelly and others.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #5
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $759.00 for support of the Gibson Center for Senior Services.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Heather McKendry and
others.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #6
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $200.00 for the Early Intervention Program (birth to 3 years) of
Children Unlimited, Inc.
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Agreeable to a petition signed by Jacqueline M. Sparks and
others.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #7
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $515.00 to assist the Family Health Center.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Julia L. Hendhckson and
others.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #8
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $432.00 to assist Carroll County Mental Health Services.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Judith W. Fowler and others.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #9
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of Two Hundred Seventy Five Dollars ($275) for the support of the
Community Action Outreach Program. Also to see if the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the support of the
Big Brother Big Sister Organization administered also by the
Tri-County Action Program.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Jacqueline Sparks and
others.
Community Action Outreach Program recommended by the
Board of Selectmen.
Big Brother Big Sister Organization not recommended by the
Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $391 .00 for the Visiting Nurse Services of Northern Carroll County,
Inc
Agreeable to a petition signed by Jacqueline Sparks and
others.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
ARTICLE #11
To confirm on the record an existing right of way and
easement thirty-five (35') wide and approximately three hundred and
fifty feet (350') long extending from the Bush Road so-called to and
for the benefit of certain land currently owned by Charlotte Gage
Bean across certain land owned by the Town of Eaton acquired from
the estate of Carl Jackson (see Carroll County Probate #12,960),
being the parcel of land shown on Tax Map R-11, parcel 31.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Paul M. Savchick and
others.
ARTICLE #12
To act on any other business that may legally come before
this meeting.
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Given under our hands and seal, this 21 st day of February, in










We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within
named, to meet at time and place for the purpose within mentioned,
by posting an attested copy of the within Warrant at the place of
meeting within named, and a like attested copy at the Eaton Village



















Land Use Change Tax
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits
Other Licenses & Permits
FROM STATE
Shared Revenue 3,000 8,299 5,000






Current Use 8,477 365,753
Residential 7,942,147








Net Valuation on which the Tax Rate is computed 22,084,875
Number of individuals Applying for an Elderly Exemption 1 993
Number of individuals Granted an Elderly Exemption for current Year
Tax Credits
Other war service credits - Number 40 4,000
CURRENT USE REPORT
Total Number of Acres
Farm Land 357
Forest Land ' 7,792
Unproductive Land 193
Wetland 135
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use 8,477
Total Number of Acres Receiving the 20% Recreational
Adjustment 2,123
Total Number of Owners Granted Current Use Assessment 145
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PURPOSE OF APPROPRIATION AND TAXES ASSESSED FOR
THE TAX YEAR 1994















































































Due to Local School
Shared Revenues
Net School Appropriation



















Total Property Taxes Assesses 648191
29.35
COMMITMENT ANALYSIS








The Annual Town Meeting of Eaton, N.H. was called to order
on March 8, 1994 at 11:00 AM by Moderator Paul D. Hennigan. Mr.
Hennigan announced a quorum present, that the return of the
Warrant shows that it had been properly served, and read the "Call
to Meeting." At this time the entire warrant was read, following which
the Moderator stated the polls were open for voting on Articles #1 and
#2 of the Warrant. The remaining articles, #3 through #19 would be
considered when the Meeting resumes at 8:00 PM.
At 8:00 PM, Moderator Paul Hennigan announced "A quorum
being present, the 1994 Annual Meeting of the Town of Eaton, Carroll
County, State of New Hampshire, now resumes for consideration of
Articles #3 through #19 of the Warrant as duly posted and published."
A motion was made and seconded to dispense with the second
reading of the Warrant at this time.
Article #1 had been voted by official ballot from 1 1:00 AM to
6:00 PM. There were 72 ballots cast with a checklist of 228.
Article #1 -To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing: The following were elected:
Selectman for three years Joyce R. Blue
Moderator for two years Paul D. Hennigan
Treasurer for two years Carol L. Mayhofer
Supervisor of Checklist -six years Anne K. Donahue
Trustee of Trust Funds -three years Lauren L. Trapasso
Auditor for one year James C. Worcester
Highway Commissioner -one year Elwyn R. Thurston
The following were elected on the School Warrant:
School Board Jane K. Gray
Moderator (Write In) Mark Provost
Auditor James C. Worcester
Treasurer Susan Brooks
Clerk Laura M. Nash
Article #2 had also been voted by official ballot as follows:
Article #2 -To see if the Town is in favor of adopting six (6)
amendments to the Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973.
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amendments to the Town of Eaton Zoning Ordinance of 1973.
1
.
Are you in favor of amendment Number 1 to the Town of
Eaton Zoning Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board as
follows: Page 14, Article VII, Section B: Permits: DELETE "subject
to renewal." and replace with, "subject to renewal, annually, up to
three years. Signs that measure less than 3 square feet do not
require a permit."
Passed 59, Yes; 11, No.
2. Are you in favor of amendment Number 2 to the Town of
Eaton Zoning Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board as
follows: Page 14, Article VII, Section C: Repair and Maintenance:
ADD, "or where the cost of constnjction is less than $1 ,500. A permit
is not required for maintenance such as painting, roofing and window
and door replacement. Where there is no cost for labor, the cost of
materials shall be doubled."
Passed 59, Yes; 11, No.
3. Are you in favor of amendment Number 3 to the Town of
Eaton Zoning Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board as
follows: Page 8, Article IV, ADD Section K.
K. DRIVEWAY PERMITS: It shall be unlawful to construct or
altar in any way that substantially affects the size or grade of any
driveway, entrance, or exit, or approach within the limits of the hght
of way of any Class V or Class VI road without first obtaining a drive-
way permit from the Board of Selectmen. All driveways shall be con-
structed in accordance with the State Department of Transportation
Administrative Rules, 1993, as amended for rural driveways.
Passed 49, Yes; 18, No.
4. Are you in favor of amendment Number 4 to the Town of
Eaton Zoning Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board as
follows: Page 13, Article VI: Nonconforming Uses and Structures:
DELETE section 3, and replace with "3. Nonconforming Uses and
Structures. The two dimensional footprint of a nonconforming struc-
ture shall not be expanded unless granted a special exception. The
Zoning Board of Adjustment may grant a special exception only if the
following conditions are met: (a) The nonconforming structure is not
in the Wetlands or Floodplain District, (b) The septic system for the
property meets current State standards for residential buildings, (c)
The expansion shall preferably be in a direction away from that which
the setback is intended to protect or buffer but in no case encroach
any further than the existing structure.
Passed 53, Yes; 14, No.
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Eaton Zoning Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board as
follows: Page 14, Article Vll, Section F, Life Safety Code, DELETE
Part 3. The section reads as follows: 3. Appeals: The Eaton Board
of Adjustment is hereby designated as the Life Safety Code Board of
Appeals and will act on all appeals arising from application (or non-
application) of the Life Safety Code.
Passed 61, Yes; 7, No.
6. Are you in favor of amendment Number 6 to the Town of
Eaton Zoning Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board as
follows: Page 6, Article IV, section D, Parking: 1, Residences:
DELETE "space for each dwelling unit." and replace with "parking
space for each dwelling unit as defined in Article XII." '
Passed 58, Yes; 9, No.
The Moderator requested a moment of silence in memory of
the two residents who had passed away during the year: Madeline
Mary Cass and Emily Royer Snow.
The Selectmen recognized Suzanne Raiche for her nineteen
years running the Swim Program. She has told us this will be her last
year. Suzanne was not present but the Selectmen will present her
with the plaque at a later time.
Moderator Hennigan then announced that the minutes of the
previous year (1993) and the required reports are printed in the 1993
Annual Report, which is available here today. Vital Statistics on page
74; minutes of last year's meeting on pages 18 to 23. He then
presented his guide lines for the meeting, and then on to the re-
mainder of the Articles.
Article # 3 To raise such sums of money that may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and make appro-
priations of the same; including executive, election, registration and
vital statistics, financial administration, revaluation of property, legal
expense, personnel administration, planning and zoning, general
government building, cemeteries, insurance, advertising, fire, building
inspection, highways and streets, street lighting, solid waste disposal,
pest control, welfare, parks and recreation, interest on TAN, and
capital reserve funds.
Alexander McKenzie MOVED: Bernard Hurley seconded, to
Article 3, as printed in the budget, the figure being in the dollar
amount of 299,495 (Two Hundred Ninety-Nine Thousand Four
Hundred Ninety-Five Dollars). Ruby Hurll had a point she wanted to
bring up. "On page 11, of the 1994 Town Report, under General
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bring up. "On page 11, of the 1994 Town Report, under General
Government-Executive, the expenditures of 1993 are listed as
$24,330 I wish to direct your attention to page 39, detailed statement
of expenditures under executive, is listed Ruby A. B. Hurll, as having
received $16,781.02 in 1993. I wish to clarify that this dollar figure is
misleading because about one-third of it was paid and accounted for
in 1992 (recorded in last year's report) and the other two-thirds
actually paid in 1993." Selectman Blue explained that this was true
and came about because of a change in the new Municipal Budget
Law. The Town changed from a cash flow budget to a modified
accrual system.
Article #3 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #4 - Shall the Town accept the provision of RSA 33:7
providing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an article
authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the
Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes. Moved by James Brooks;
Seconded by Donald Philbrick. No discussion.
Article #4 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #5 - Shall the Town authorize the Selectmen to trans-
fer tax liens or to sell real estate acquired in default of redemption by
tax collector's deed by sealed bid or public auction, pursuant to RSA
80:42. This authorization shall remain in effect indefinitely until
rescinded. Alexander McKenzie moved, Jerry Underwood seconded.
No discussion.
Article #5 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #6 - Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA
31.95-b providing that any town at an annual meeting may adopt an
article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by the town meeting, unanticipated money from a state,
federal or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year. Moved by Alexander McKenzie,
seconded by Bernard Huriey. Larry Ross asked if this meant Articles
4, 5, and 6 will not appear on the warrant next year. The moderator
assured him this was correct.
Article #6 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #7 - To see if the Town of Eaton will vote to designate
as a scenic road the section of Stewart Road from Snowvillage Inn
to its junction with the Foss Mountain Road, from there along the
Foss Mountain Road to its junction with the Willis Bean Road and
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Peddlars End Road (RSA 231:157-158). The Town shall designate
the Planning Board to implement the provisions of the above RSA's.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Robert D. J. Donahue and others.
Moved by Robert Donahue and seconded by Gloria Williams. Larry
Ross asked if this is accepted, will there be additional cost to the
Town. The Selectmen deferred to Richard Young, Chairman of the
Planning Board to answer. Mr. Young answered, "If anything it will
cost the Town less, being scenic."
Article #7 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #8 -We, the following landholders: Richard Eichhorn,
Vincent Malloy, Thomas N. Lane, Colleen E. McCormack-Lane and
William Bufalino wish to petition the Town of Eaton, with the
"dedication" of our road, known as a McCormack Lane-Fire Lane
37E-pursuant to RSA 229:1 to the Town of Eaton as a Class V road.
The road is approximately 600 feet in length, with a 150 foot
turnaround or cul-de-sac. The road was passed and approved on
January 18,1988, by the Eaton Planning Board. The review of the
road was completed by Elwyn Thurston, Road Agent, Don Philbrick,
Richard Young, and Eugene Kleinmeier as Selectmen. Upon
acceptance of this petition, we will deed to the Town of Eaton, the
road known as McCormack Lane. Agreeable to a petition by Colleen
McCormack-Lane and others. Moved by Colleen McCormack-Lane,
seconded by Tom Lane. Colleen wished to amend to correct the
article as follows: Richard E. Eichhom, Vincent R. Malloy, and on line
6, the date January 18, 1989. Colleen moved; James Brooks
seconded. Amendment passed unanimously. Dennis Sullivan asked
how expensive this would be to the town. Selectman Philbrick
answered there would be no additional expense since the lots are not
developed, and as far as he knows there are no immediate plans to
do so. Larry Ross: Will there be cash revenue to the Town? Select-
man Blue answered "Not now, but if property is improved there will be
increased income. The assessor of course will take a look at it.
Article #8 passed unanimously, as amended, by voice vote.
Article #9 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,500 for the purpose of increasing the salary of
the three Selectmen to $2,000. Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen. Moved by Alexander McKenzie; seconded by Jerry
Underwood. No discussion.
Article #9 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #10 - To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the
sum of $200 for the support of the Eastern Slope Airport Authority.
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Agreeable to a petition by Richard W. Brackett and others. Not
recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Moved by Richard
Brackett; seconded by Alexander McKenzie. Mr. Brackett gave some
background on the airport, and that he believes it will become even
more valuable to the Valley including Eaton in the future. One reason
Yield House decided to stay was because of the airport, thus saving
jobs for the area. Alexander McKenzie told of an illness in an Eaton
family where the son was able to fly from New Jersey and return
which would have been impossible to get here and back in the short
time he had. Colleen said at least two tax payers in Town use this
airport. The reason the Selectmen did not recommend the article
because it would not benefit the greater number of Eaton residents.
Article #10 passed unanimously on voice vote.
Article #11 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $495.00 in support of the Children & Youth Pro-
ject of the Mt. Washington Valley. Agreeable to a petition signed by
JoAnn Kelly and others. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen.
Moved by Philip Kelly; seconded by Barbara Brackett. Paul Hennigan
offered an amendment to change the article to read "To see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $495.00 in support
of the Children's Health Center" this being the new name of the
organization. Alexander McKenzie moved, Donald Philbrick seconded
the amendment. Passed unanimously. The new article to read "to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $495.00
in support of the Children's Health Center, formerly the Children &
Youth Project of the Mt. Washington Valley." Vote on amended
article passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #11 passed unanimously, as amended, by voice vote.
Article # 12 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $759.00 for support of the Gibson Center for
Senior Services. Agreeable to a petition signed by Heather McKendry
and others. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Moved by
Richard Brackett; seconded by Barbara Brackett. No discussion.
Article #12 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #13 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $200.00 for the Eariy Intervention Program (birth
to three years) of Children Unlimited, Inc. Agreeable to a petition
signed by Jacqueline M. Sparks and others. Recommended by the
Selectmen. Moved by Alexander McKenzie; seconded by Nancy
Worcester. No discussion.
Article #13 passed unanimously by voice vote.
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Article #14 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $498.00 to assist the Family Health Center.
Agreeable to a petition signed by Judith W. Fowler and others.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Moved by Colleen
McCormack-Lane; seconded by Richard Brackett. No discussion.
Article #14 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #15 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $420.00 to assist Carroll County Mental Health
Services. Agreeable to a petition signed by Judith W. Fowler and
others. Recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Moved by
Alexander McKenzie; seconded by Joyce Blue. No discussion.
Article #15 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #16 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of Two Hundred Dollars ($250) for the support of
the Community Action Outreach Program. Also to see if the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the support of
the Big Brother/Big Sister organization administered also by the Tri-
County Action Program. Agreeable to a petition signed by Jacqueline
Sparks and others. Community Action Outreach Program
recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Big Brother/Big Sister
Organization not recommended by the Board of Selectmen. Moved
by Alexander McKenzie - First Sentence; Seconded by Colleen , first
sentence. James Brooks amended to correct the written amount
which should have read Two Hundred Fifty Dollars. 'Lee Hurley
seconded. Passed. Back to the main question. Louise Gray wanted
to know what this program does. Jacqueline Sparks answered that
Community Action has helped several people in Eaton with
weatherization, GED program, fuel help and many other things.
Voted on the Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250). Passed unanimously.
Second part: Also to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200 for the support of the Big Brother/Big Sister
Program. Linda Jenkins moved; Philip Kelly seconded. Holly Fortin
wanted to know why the Selectmen did not support this program.
Selectman Blue stated that in the past this question has come up and
we never get any answers from this organization. Do they take all
children, regardless of religion, color, etc. Paul Hennigan had gone
to them and told them to read Article 17 from the 1992 Town Report,
and had strongly suggested they have a representative at tonight's
meeting to answer our questions, but no one came.
Article #16. First half passed unanimously by voice. Second
half defeated unanimously by voice.
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Article #17 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $391 .00 for the Visiting Nurse Services of Nor-
thern Carroll County, Inc. Agreeable to a petition signed by Jac-
queline Sparks and others. Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen. Moved by Gloria Williams; seconded by Joyce Blue. No
discussion.
Article #17 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #18 - To see if the Town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $500.00 to defray the operating expenses of the
services and programs as carried out by the Mt. Washington Valley
Chapter of the American Red Cross. Agreeable to a petition signed
by Jacqueline Spink and others. Recommended by the Board of
Selectmen. Moved by Kurt Fisher; seconded by Barbara Brackett.
No discussion. Moderator Hennigan thanked the Red Cross
Representative who had come to answer any questions.
Article #18 passed unanimously by voice vote.
Article #19 - To act on any other business that may legally
come before this meeting. Several people asked about the cemetery-
if it is Town property why can't something be done about the children
sliding there, damaging property. If someone gets hurt, will the Town
be liable? The Selectmen had been approached last summer about
a problem of children playing there, but had heard nothing about a
current problem. They will see what they can do.
Larry Ross pointed out there was an error on the back of the
Town Report - the last item should read: If your telephone exchange
does NOT start with 447- you cannot use 911 - you must dial 356-
5715 instead.
Alexander McKenzie would like to comment on this year's
Town Report - the best he has seen!
Larry Ross moved that the meeting be declared adjourned;
Richard Brackett seconded. Meeting closed at 9:05 PM.
Respectfully Submitted




























FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE TOWN OF EATON
BALANCE SHEET




Tax Liens Receivable 13,356
TOTAL ASSETS $342,744
LIABILITIES
Warrants and Accounts Receivable 10,456




Unreserved Fund Balance 124,534
TOTAL FUND EQUITY $1 24,534
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $342,744
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FINANCIAL REPORT





Land Use Change Tax 2,000
Interest and Penalties 7,069
TOTAL TAXES 670,107
Total Revenues for Education Purposes
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 34,033
Building Permits 2,275
Other Licenses, Permits and Fees 393
TOTAL 36,701
Revenue from the State of New
Shared Revenue Block Grant 8,299
Highway Block Grant 27,382
TOTAL 35,681
Revenue from Other Governments
Intergovernmental Revenue 3,000
TOTAL 3,000
Revenue from Miscellaneous Sources
Interest on Investments 4,187
Rents of Property - Blueberries 1 ,067
Insurance Dividends and Reimbursements 4,213
Henney Trust 600
TOTAL 10,067
Interfund Operating Transfers in
Transfers from Proprietary Funds 12,893
TOTAL 12,893
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES 768,449
TOTAL FUND EQUITY (Beginning of year) 1 27,439
GRAND TOTAL 895,888
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EXPENDITURES - MODIFIED ACCRUAL
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
CULTURE & RECREATION




To Capital Reserve Funds 30,000




Taxes Paid to County 25,830
Taxes Paid to School Districts 368,396
TOTAL 395,294
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 771 ,354




SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1994
Description
Town Hall, Lands and Building $709,750
Furniture and Equipment 22,000
Fire Fighting, Lands and Buildings 3,700
Highway Department, Land and Buildings 38,550
Equipment 50,000
Materials and Supplies 10,000
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds 38,550
TOTAL $872,550
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the Treasurer, Tax
Collector, Trustees of the Trust Funds and Selectmen for the Town
of Eaton for the year 1994 and find that they correctly reflect the
status of these funds as of December 31 , 1994
James C. Worcester
























Paid to Town Treasurer $35,728.80




FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1994
DR.
UNCOLLECTED TAXES







TAXES COMMITTED THIS YEAR
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes














Delinquent Taxes 1,473.15 2,311.19
PENALTIES COLLECTED ON
Resident Taxes 10.00 9.00















UNCOLLECTED TAXES-END OF YEAR
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes




Carol L. Mayhofer, Treasurer
I wish to thank all taxpayers for the timely remittance of your
taxes. For another year I did not have to borrow funds. As a way to
generate more interest income we are using the new Hampshire
Bond Bank as a depository for our spare funds. This fund presently
yields over 4.5% interest. Before making this investment, I carefully
read the prospectus. The fund DOES NOT and HAS NEVER invested
in derivatives. It invests in treasuries.
RECEIPTS








State of New Hampshire 27,382.02











Balance on hand, January 1, 1994 $176,795.71
Receipts 714,791.08
Interest 2,683.47
Less Orders Drawn 678,498.21
Transfer to Bond Bank 100,000.00
Balance on hand, January 1,1995 115,775.05
FIRST NH BEST ACCOUNT
Balance on hand, January 1, 1994 3,631.27
Interest 102.31
Balance on hand, January 1, 1995 3,733.58
NORTH CONWAY BANK
Balance on hand, January 1, 1994 4,613.18
Interest 93.22
Balance on hand, January 1, 1995 4,706.40
NEW HAMPSHIRE BOND BANK
Balance on hand, January 1, 1994 0.00
Transfer from First NH 1 00,000.00
Interest 1,309.81
Balance on hand, January 1, 1995 101,309.81
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$60,127.48















































































JAMES A. BROOKS 1 83.00
JOYCE R. BLUE 188.00





REGISTRY OF DEEDS 36.00
RUBYA. B. HURLL 198.00
STARK & SON MACHINING 21.30
TREASURER - STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 31 8.00
OVERALL TOTAL 2690.35
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
BALSAMS RESORT HOTEL 333.50
CAROL MAYHOFER 570.00
CONWAY DAILY SUN 1 57.00





LEONA E. HURLEY 11.89
LIVING QUARTERS 39.00
LORING SHORT & HARMON 48.00
MACLEAN HUNTER 76.00
NH CITY & TOWN CLERKS ASSOCIATION 20.00




REGISTRY OF DEEDS 90.00
RUBYA. B. HURLL 11833.93
SHERATON INN NORTH CONWAY 160.00
STARK & SON MACHINING 54.42
TREASURER - STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 1 52.00
USPS 340.14
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COOPER, DEANS & CARGILL 571 .50
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
CFNH/UC 8284.26




CONWAY DAILY SUN 104.00
COOPER, DEANS & CARGILL 1 62.00
HND ASSOCIATES 1 300.00
NHMA 10.00
NIGHSWANDER, MARTIN & MITCHELL, 35.00
OFFICE OF STATE PLANNING 45.00




AT & T 43.97
BROWNING-FERRIS INC. 70.00
FRANCES E. COOKE 1872.00
JAMES A. BROOKS 22.87
LOCAL LAWN & GARDEN 1 30.75
LUCY LUMBER & HARDWARE 8.09
MICHAEL CALLIS 40.00



























ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
NHMA 500.00
FIRE/EMERGENCY SERVICES





























DAVID V. MAUDSLEY 39.99
EDWIN SHACKFORD 3528.00
ELWYN R. THURSTON 56862.00
FRECHETTE OIL & BACKHOE SERVICE 4833.00
FRED GOSS 745.00
GRANITE STATE GLASS 14.70
HOWARD FAIRFIELD 1222.49
LANE - BALLSTON SPA 1 058.40
LUCY LUMBER & HARDWARE 1 93.99
MACDONALD MOTORS 544.26
MAINE OXY-ACETYLENE SUPPLY CO. 62.39
MCBURNIE OIL CO. 2661 .71
PARIS FARMERS UNION 371 .43
PURITY SPRING RESORT 1 530.00
RICHARD HEATH INC 660.00






TOWN OF CONWAY 37165.00
PARKS AND RECREATION
ALISON GOSLEE 155.00
CANDACE A. SMITH 420.00
D & J EXCAVATING 900.00
KHS VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DEPT 89.60
LOCAL LAWN & GARDEN 1 6.00
LUCY LUMBER & HARDWARE 23.65
MARY L. H. RODOVSKY 250.00
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 24.00
TERRY HEAD 491 .50
TOWN OF CONWAY 1 500.00
OVERALL TOTAL 3869.75
LIBRARY
CONWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY 1 740.00
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CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
REFUNDS
ALAN & DIANE SONIA
FOREST EASTMAN ESTATE









Another year has gone by with steady progress being reported
on a number of fronts. The Town came in under budget and some
projects were completed. The different committees managed to build
upon the momentum of last year and continue to interact well.
New to Evans Memorial Building are signs that indicate the
location of the Town Offices. We also have an outside bulletin board.
Inside the building, the Selectmen are trying to address some space
needs since we continue to accumulate documents and records at an
alarming rate. A closet in the basement is to be converted to
additional storage space for archival records. We also updated the
computer system and we hope to get many of the Town Clerk/Tax
Collector functions on computer this next year.
The future for property taxes is not promising. As shown in the
graphics at the end of this report, nearly 70% of 1994's taxes were for
education and in the last past few years the tax rate has been largely
determined by the number of students in the school system.
Moreover, there is still plenty of room in the Town for the population
to grow. As more people exodus from the cities and places south to
come north and find out what we already know, i.e. that this is a
great place to live, then the growth pressures will continue. The
Town Hall Master Plan, which we are working on at a rather leisurely
pace, will seek to address some of the issues that will likely confront
us in the future.
One issue that has been addressed is access to information
for the business community. For a small fee, we currently offer a fax
service to businesses such as appraisers, real estate agents,
surveyors and lawyers who require property information and tax data
and find the trek to Town Hall burdensome. We also offer a hardcopy
package of maps and regulations of the Town.
During August 1994, the Town roads were mapped by the
Office of Emergency Communications. A global positioning system
(GPS) was used to collect data on roads and houses and the
information imported into a geographical information system (GIS).
This project is part of the State wide enhanced 91 1 program that is
due to go on line in 1995. No decisions have made by the Selectmen
on the issue of house numbering. We do hope to be able to acquire
the maps and associated information from the State and expand upon
it for our own planning purposes.
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A number of zoning issues have arisen during the year and
our legal bills are beginning to creep up. A major subdivision is
pending on Paul Hill Rd that will involve the Town upgrading the
road. The cost will be shared with the developers, Don and Jane
Smith.
The Selectmen have met with the Commissioners of the
Conway Fire District to discuss emergency services. While we are
quite prepared to pay our proportionate share of the costs for what we
acknowledge has been excellent service we have requested a
breakdown of exactly how the operational costs are determined. We
are doubtful that the Eaton taxpayer is prepared to fund some of the
larger plans that are coming out of Conway at this time.
During the year, we met with Conway Selectmen and the
members of Recreation Department. Once again the issue is costs.
Currently, we pay Conway $1,500 a year to allow our young people
to participate in any of the Conway programs they chose. At the
present time, there is no way of knowing whether that is a
reasonable cost based upon actual usage. The data will be
accumulated during the year and the costs will be reviewed in time for
next year's budget.
Based on a proposal from Marnie Cobbs, the Town received
a grant from the Henney Trust to copy and preserve some of the
Town records. The Henney Education Trust, under the Chairmanship
of Lee Hurley, continues to provide scholarship assistance for Eaton's
college aspirants.
Individually, the Selectmen have been active. Jim Brooks is
the Selectmen's representative on the Planning Board. He has also
been the lead contact with Conway in those areas where we interact
such as the fire and rescue services and the recreation programs.
Don Philbrick continues as our State Representative and provides a
steady stream of background information on proposed legislative
changes and issues. He is also Chairman of the Solid Waste District
at the local level and Chairman of the Agricultural Sub-Committee at
the State level. Joyce Blue represents the Selectmen on the Parks
& Recreation Committee and was an invited speaker at the State
wide Planning Conference in October. She spoke on Eaton's
experience with networking the land use boards. This followed the
publication in the Office of State Planning News of an article she and
David Maudsley had written on networking. It seems that
communications appear to be much better in Eaton than in many
other communities.
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We would like to draw attention to some significant and
underreported happenings during the year. The Planning Board has
been meeting twice a month since last summer and their hard work
is reflected in the zoning amendments that they are proposing. That
they have already lined up next year's work on zoning and will also be
returning to work on the Master Plan is a reflection of the energy of
this committee. The Parks & Recreation do more of the fun things in
Town and, while plans for a skating rink were thwarted by the strange
kind of winter we have had, this committee is beginning to have an
impact on the Town. Summer at the beach seemed to be particularly
well organized although it was Suzanne Raiche's nineteenth and final
year as swimming instructor. The Zoning Board of Adjustment does
not meet often but they have assisted the Planning Board in
fomriulating some of the zoning changes. Then, of course, there is the
Conservation Commission. This past summer every youngster in
Eaton who wished to attend one of the summer conservation camps
put on by the Tin Mountain Conservation Center was able to do so.
We think the foresight and generosity of the Commission and their
private benefactors is particularly noteworthy. The Commission is
also proposing an annual award for the best conservation effort by an
Eaton resident.
Perhaps only Selectmen can fully appreciate how important
it is for the well being of the Town to have fully active committees.
We all know, however, that how well they function is critically
dependent upon their Chairmen and Rick Young (Planning Board),
Paul Savchick (Conservation), Judy Fowler (Parks and Recreation)
and Carol Mayhofer (Zoning Board of Adjustment) have done an
outstanding job. And the cost is a bargain!
In closing, we would like to pay tribute to all those who serve
the Town in so many different ways but in particular, we would like to
express our appreciation to Ruby Hurll who has served as Town Clerk
since 1982 and Tax Collector since 1987. During that time there have
many changes, not least among the regulations and statutes that
town officials must follow, and Ruby has survived them all. Recently,
she received recognition on becoming a certified Tax Collector. It is
extremely important that the collection of taxes, and related
responsibilities, be in reliable, even fastidious hands, and Ruby has
served the Town well. Ruby has decided to retire and we would like




























The Planning Board has been busy during the last year and
has held many meetings in addition to the regular monthly meeting.
Three applications came before the Board in 1994. One
application for a subdivision was not accepted because it did not
comply with the subdivision regulations. Recently, the Board granted
approval to Henry and Helen Dyer for a two lot subdivision on Paul
Hill Rd subject to certain conditions. The conditions included better
monumentation of boundary lines and a written boundary line
agreement with an abutter. These requirements have now been met.
Don and Jane Smith filed for a 15 lot subdivision, also on Paul
Hill Rd. The Public Hearings have been rather protracted due to the
scope of the proposal. The project will involve an upgrade of part of
Paul Hill Rd. The cost will be apportioned between the Town and the
developer.
The Board actively participated in the Joint Land Use Boards
meeting. Communication with other boards continues to improve.
There have been several membership changes. Ted Hoyt, who has
been a loyal member for many years, resigned in order to attend more
to business. We thank him for his many years of service. Jim Brooks
has replaced Joyce Blue as the Selectmen's representative. New
members are Richard Shaw, William Kendrick and Scott Maclntire.
The Board's primary focus this year has been on the Master
Plan and zoning amendments.
1. MASTER PLAN
Significant progress was made in updating the Master Plan
before work was tabled on it until a number of proposed zoning
amendments had been resolved. A number of data tables have
been updated and some new maps and tables have been proposed.
One interesting graphic shown at the end of this report is a
comparison of population changes between Madison and Eaton from
the time the two communities separated in 1852. The goals and
objectives of the 1986 Master Plan have also been thoroughly
reviewed. Quite a number of the goals have been accomplished but
a point of uncertainty is how much the Master Plan was the driving
force. Accordingly, one of the fundamental challenges is enabling the
Master Plan to positively influence future decision making rather than
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sitting on a shelf collecting dust. The Board of Selectmen are also
working on a subset of the Master Plan that relates to the operations
and services of Town Hall.
2. ZONING AMENDMENTS
Zoning amendments in four areas are being presented to the
voters in March; 1. better delineation of zoning district boundahes; 2.
permitted uses; 3. home occupations and home businesses and 4.
refining the conditions for the ZBA to allow a special exception for the
expansion of a non-conforming building.
a. District Boundaries
The first three proposed amendments deal with zoning district
boundaries. The present zoning ordinance has an inconsistency
between the text and the zoning map. The map says the Village
District measures 300' either side of the road whereas the text says
it is 300' from the center line of the highway. In addressing the issue
it was pointed out that the center line of the road may change with
time. For example, Buttermilk Hollow, as Eaton Center used to be
called, was probably quite different from what it is now when the main
route was Rt 153 over Glines Hill to Madison instead of continuing
round the corner heading south down Rt 153 as it does today. The
Board, therefore, opted to use the "the center line of the legal hght
of way' as the initial reference point. The Board also feels that maps
showing exactly where the boundahes end should be included with
the ordinance.
A related issue, not previously addressed by the Eaton Zoning
Ordinance, is how to classify a lot that has a disthct boundary running
through the middle of it. This can markedly affect the kind of use to
which the property can be put. Permitted uses for example, are more
extensive for the Village Disthct zone than they are for the Rural
Residential zone. The Board decided that when a zoning disthct
boundary runs through one lot, a use permitted in the less resthctive
zone may extend no more than "30' into the more restrictive zone to
a total area not to exceed 6000 so ft."
b. Permitted Uses
The fourth proposed zoning amendment relates to the
an'angement and composition of uses permitted in the Village Disthct
and Rural Residential zones. Presently there are some
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inconsistencies that are unintentional. For example, home
occupations are permitted in the Rural Residential District but not in
the Village District. Accessory uses are allowed in the Village District
but are not mentioned in the Rural Residential District. The changes
proposed are really housekeeping changes, not fundamental ones to
the ordinance. The solution being proposed is to reverse the order
of the Village District and the Rural Residential District in Article 5
putting the most restrictive zone first, to allow all the uses permitted
in the Rural Residential District to be also permitted in the Village
District and to eliminate any unnecessary duplication.
c. HOME OCCUPATIONS
The fifth zoning amendment being proposed by the Board
relates to home occupations and is more fundamental than those
proposed in the previous section. One of the issues emphasized at
the State wide Planning Conference in October was the increasing
significance of home occupations in the New Hampshire economy.
With continuing improvements in communications the importance of
home occupations is likely to increase still further. In the Eaton
Zoning Ordinance, restrictions on home occupations, such as the
number of employees allowed, are stipulated in the section on
definitions. Regulating through definitions is not nowadays regarded
as a good idea. The Planning Board is proposing to move the section
on home occupations into the main body of the text. The conditions
for home occupations will remain as they are now with only minor
modifications. However, based, in part, on an ordinance already
developed by the Town of Dublin, the Planning Board is proposing to
distinguish between a home occupation and a home business.
Essentially, a home occupation will be defined as an occupation that
is run only by people who live on the premises. This is a permitted
use in all districts. When a home occupation gets around to hiring
employees then it becomes a home business and will require a
special exception from the ZBA. Before granting a special exception
the ZBA will need to be convinced that certain criteria have been met.
These criteria include issues relating to parking, traffic, noise, septic,
hazardous waste, odors etc. A special exception requires a public
heahng to be held and that all the abutters be notified.
Several points to make:
1
.
the special exception for a home business will only apply to new
businesses - existing businesses will be grandfathered.
2. this section constitutes another move towards performance
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standards for zoning where, provided certain criteria are met, there
is no attempt to list the type of business that is permitted. Provided
the business is pretty invisible to the abutters and the environment it
does not matter whether it is involved with crib boards or circuit
boards.
3. Currently the maximum number of employees allowed is two. In
the proposed version the number of employees is not specified. By
requiring that parking, traffic and septic conditions be met there is, for
example, no problem with employees carpooling.
These changes will provide greater flexibility in the zoning and
should reduce some of the obstacles to encouraging home
occupations and businesses.
d. Expansion of Nonconforming Structures
Following input from the Zoning Board of Adjustment, an
additional requirement is being proposed before a nonconforming
building can be expanded. It simply states that the proposed
expansion should not diminish the value of any surrounding property.
We hope that the voters will support these proposals.
During the coming year the Planning Board will be working
with the Conservation Commission to determine whether the essence
of the Shoreline Protection Act should apply to all water front
properties in Town. We have also agreed to study performance based
zoning in more detail. As always, we welcome input from the


























In 1994 the Eaton Conservation Commission engaged in
many of its customary activities, continued work on projects from
the past year, expanded some of its existing programs, and also
initiated new projects.
Continuing toward its goal of developing a comprehensive
land use plan, the Commission obtained aerial coverage of Town
lands with monochrome photography at a scale of 1" = 600'.
These photos provide sufficient detail to be able to see features as
small as stone walls in forested land. They will provide an
invaluable source of information in the development of a
comprehensive plan for recreational use, wildlife habitat,
watershed protection, educational use, aesthetic values, and forest
management on Town lands.
The Commission continues to review Dredge and Fill
applications and forest management related Minimum Impact
notifications in its capacity as liaison to the New Hampshire
Wetlands Board. In addition to its advisory review of applications,
the Commission is charged with monitoring permitted activities for
compliance with the conditions and specifications imposed by the
Wetlands Board.
In 1994 the Conservation Commission reviewed five
Dredge and Fill applications with four gaining Wetlands Board
approval.
Twelve Notice(s) of Intent to Cut Wood or Timber were
reviewed for compliance with Minimum Impact Notification criteria.
This is down from thirty-five applications in 1993. All were visited
by a member of the Commission.
Clearing and maintenance of scenic views and other open
spaces continues. In 1994 the Commission worked on two
additional sites.
The Bean Homestead in the Jackson Town Forest presents
a picturesque contrast to the surrounding forest cover. This site
has one of the best preserved cellar holes likely to be seen in the
area.
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The Giles Farm, located off the Willis Bean Road,
challenges the Commission with many opportunities for
development and restoration. Work at this site started by clearing
a trail on the access road and opening pathways around the
building sites. Competing vegetation was removed from around
old apple trees to restore fruit production for wildlife.
In 1995 the Commission will improve access to the site with
a new footbridge. Immediate priorities call for a site plan, possible
additional clearing and follow-up maintenance of the apple trees.
Future plans being considered include a natural and historic
interpretive area.
Revenue earned from Town lands in 1994 totaled
$1,164.96, down from nearly $28,000 in 1993 mainly because
there were no timber harvests. The harvest of blueberries from
Brooks Pasture brought in $1,060.96 while the rental of maple taps
on the Creative Concepts Tract brought in $104.00. (Income from
these two sources was received late in the year and deposited in
1995).
1995 may be the last year for income from maple taps on
this tract. The Town of Brownfield has voted to discontinue
maintenance of the road necessary to access the sugarbush.
Although Dave Douglass may try to work the site again this year,
the access problem together with continued moose damage to his
tap lines does not offer much promise for the future.
Last summer it was discovered that the sale of stumpage
from the Creative Concepts Tract in 1993 was marred by an
unintentional timber trespass on abutting land owned by the late
Robert Linscott. The terms of the stumpage sale contract between
the Town of Eaton and the S. D. Warren Company specifically
provide that S. D. Warren will assume full responsibility and liability
in the case of timber trespass. Scott Paper Company, S. D.
Warren's parent company, has confirmed its responsibility for the
error and will make full restitution to the Linscott Estate.
Although it is fortunate that the Town is protected through
its contract with S. D. Warren, this incident clearly points to a need
for more sophisticated land inventory and boundary control on
Town lands. Current mapping projects will be augmented to
provide for an increased emphasis on title and legal description.
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In 1994 the Commission expanded its commitment to
conservation education by making it possible for ten Eaton children
to attend various camp sessions at the Tin Mountain Conservation
Center. This represents an increase of eight children over the
previous year with a greater than 300% increase in the
Commission's budget for this program.
Participants in the program were chosen by a selection
committee assembled from the community at large and including
two Commission members. This committee developed criteria for
selection and recommended funding levels for the program. It was
decided that each family of a participating child would be asked to
conthbute a nominal amount to the tuition, thereby increasing
community commitment and making the program accessible to
more children. The total budget for the 1994 program was $1,780
with the participants contributing a total of $380 and the
Commission funding $1,410.
The Commission thanks Betsy Bungeroth, Gloria Williams,
Jerry Underwood and Ralph Wilkewitz for helping the with their
participation on the selection committee. Commission members
Louise Gray and Dick Fortin were also on the committee with Dick
serving as chairman.
The following Eaton children participated in the Tin
Mountain program last summer;
Aaron Blake, September Edge, Robert Hatch, Amanda
Hoyt, Matt Kelly, Alex Norden, Sam Norden, Anne Jenkins-Provost,
Ben Jenkins-Provost, and Callie Wilson.
The condition of the Foss Mountain Trail and its environs
has long been of concern to the Commission. Numerous
problems have developed with increasing use of the area. In
addition to the litter and illegal fires associated with greater
numbers of visitors, the trail itself has deteriorated and is in urgent
need of attention. In 1995 the Conservation Commission will begin
work to stabilize the trail with the help of a professional trail crew
from the Sandwich Range Conservation Association. Consideration
is also being given to the need for new signs, and other methods of
controlling misuse of the fragile area. The Commission thanks Earl
Mayhofer who freely shared his views and suggestions on trail
maintenance and Alex McKenzie for his helpful suggestions and
insights on this very valuable asset to the Town.
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The Commission extends its thanks to the New Hampshire
Electric Cooperative for its donation of a sapling oak tree to the
Town. Member Harry Fowler chose a proper site and supervised
the planting of the tree at the Town beach. The tree was dedicated
as a memorial to Keith Henney.
In 1995, the Conservation Commission will begin annual
recognition of an individual or group for conservation efforts or
accomplishments in the Town of Eaton. Harry Fowler initiated and
will lead this effort. The Commission welcomes nominations from
the general public. Please watch for further announcements in the
Tatler.
Regular meetings of the Eaton Conservation Commission
are held at the Evans Memorial Building at 7:30 PM on the second
Monday of the month. Meetings are postponed one week when the
regularly scheduled meeting date falls on a holiday. Special
meetings are given public notice.
Please note that all regular Conservation Commission
meetings are open to the public. All are welcome to attend and
those wishing to join or help in any other way may contact
Commission Chairman Paul M. Savchick or the Selectmen at Town
Hall.
The names of those members responsible for the actions
reported above are as listed below along with the expiration dates
of their terms.
Paul M. Savchick, Chairman 1995
Philip O. Evans, Vice-Chairman/Sec. 1996
Louise Gray 1996
Henry M. Fowler 1996






Balance January 1, 1994 $ 31,952.99
Disbursements
NH Association of Conservation Commissions <100.00>
Forest Land Improvement, Inc. <673.96>
Transfer (Eaton Forest Management Fund) <20,000.00>
Tin Mountain Conservation Center <1,410.00>
Forest Land Improvement, Inc. <575.00>
Service charges <12.00>
Deposits -0-
Interest on deposits 225.25
Balance December 31, 1994 $9,407.28
EATON FOREST MANAGEMENT FUND
Opening balance March 7, 1994 $ 20,000.00
Disbursements
Aerial Survey and Photo, Inc. <2,000.00>




After some initial problems with rubbish in the portable toilets
and on the beach, things ran smoothly there with the beach guards
doing a good job of regulating beach access and keeping it free of
debris. Thanks to Terry Head for an excellent job of overseeing the
beach guards. Keeping the beach free of dogs was a problem and,
especially in summer this remains a big concern.
A family of ducks took up residence on the beach this summer
and there was concern expressed about their feces and swimmers
itch and intestinal problems in some children. In researching this we
learned that there are ducks on all the area lakes and they are very
difficult to remove once they have become established. The
Committee felt one duck family does not present a hazard, but
problems could arise with additional families. So as not to increase
their number it is hoped hat people will refrain from feeding the ducks.
Redoing and adding appropriate signs for the beach and the Grove
are goals for the spring.
Our thanks to Elwyn Thurston and the Town crew for
removing the beach tables and storing them in the Town Garage for
the winter.
Clean Up Day was again successful. Incorporating some
clearing of the Grove (as a follow up to the massive effort in 1993)
worked very well. Thanks to all who participated.
The Independence Day picnic, held July 3rd was attended by
a small but fun group of adults.
We participated in the June 2nd Joint Meeting of the Land
Use Boards and we hope this sort of communication will continue.
The project for mapping trails on Town lands has been placed
on hold due to expressed concern from some townspeople about
overuse of this land and need for some expert input.
We are in the process of researching plans for a skating rink
that could be used on an on-going basis throughout the winter and
welcome any suggestions and ideas on this and other areas people
feel we might pursue.
Committee members and their terms are:
Judy Fowler (Chairperson) - 1996
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Terry Head (Vice Chairman) - 1995
Joyce Blue, Selectmen's Representative
Ralph Wilkewitz - 1997
Hal Sparks - 1997
Louise Gray - 1995
CEMETERY TRUSTEES REPORT
This has been a quiet year for the Cemetery Trustees. The
biggest issue was a report of sledding by persons unknown in the
Snowville Cemetery last winter. This is not allowed due to possible





REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE
FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1994, our three (3) leading causes of fires
were No Permit, Children and Rekindles of fires where the fire was
not properly extinguished.
Violations of RSA 224:27 1 1, the fire permit law, and the other
burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are misdeamnors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are
also liable for all fire suppression costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State
Forest Fire Officials, contact your local Warden or Fire Department to
find out if a pennit is required. This also helps to prevent unnecessary










SCHOOL DISTRICT OF EATON
SCHOOL BOARD
Jane K. Gray, Chair Term Expires 1997
Lawrence Ross Term Expires 1995









SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT NO. 9 STAFF
Harry L. Benson, Superintendent of Schools
Richard B. Mezquita, Asst. Superintendent
Donald A. Johnson, Director of Special Services
James Hill, Purchasing, Contract & Insurance Administrator
Becky Jefferson, Dir. of Budget & Finance
Pamela Merriman, Preschool Coordinator
Valehe Sizemore, Chapter 1 Coordinator
Dr. Stephen Swenson, School Psychologist
Pamela Robinson, School Psychologist
Susan Gaudette, Financial Assistant





WARRANT FOR ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Eaton,
County of Carroll, and State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in
District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
District on Tuesday, the 14th day of March, 1995, to vote for the
following District Officers. Polls will be open for this purpose at 1 1 :00
a.m., and will not close before 6:00 p.m.
ARTICLE 1. To elect a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. To elect a Clerk for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3. To elect a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
ARTICLE 4. To elect a member of the School Board for the
ensuing year.
ARTICLE 5. To elect a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 6. To elect an Auditor for the ensuing year.
YOU ARE ALSO NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE SAME PLACE
AT 4:00 P.M. ON THE SAME DAY TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING
ARTICLES.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the School District will vote to accept
the provisions of RSA 195-a providing for the establishment of an
AREA school or schools located in Conway to serve the following
grades: kindergarten through twelve from the School Districts of
Albany and Eaton; grades seven through twelve from the School
Districts of Freedom and Madison; and grades nine through twelve
from the School Districts of Bartlett, Jackson, and Tamworth, in
accordance with the provisions of the plan on file with the district
clerk. (Recommended by the School Board)
ARTICLE 8. To see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve
Fund (School Bus), established at the 1975 school district meeting,
to be held in the custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the Town
of Eaton. (Recommended by the School Board)
ARTICLE 9. To see if the School District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,000.00 to be placed in the Reserve Fund
(Special Education), established at the 1987 school district meeting,
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to be held in the custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the Town
of Eaton. (Recommended by the School Board)
ARTICLE 10. To see what sum of money the School District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries for school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of the statutory obligations of the District. (Recommended
by the School Board)
ARTICLE 11. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.









Adopted by Joint AREA Board
December 12, 1994
CONWAY AUTHORIZED REGIONAL ENROLLMENT AREA PLAN
A. NAME
The Conway elementary and secondary schools shall be the
AREA schools. Albany, Bartlett, Eaton, Freedom, Jackson, Madison,
and Tamworth shall be designated as the sending districts, and
Conway and Bartlett shall be designated as the receiving district. The
grades for the AREA schools shall be 9 through 12 for Tamworth,
Jackson, and Bartlett; 7 through 12 for Freedom and Madison; and K
through 12 for Eaton and Albany. Jackson students in grades 7 and
8 may go to either Kennett High School or Josiah Bartlett Elementary
School. Any sending district Board may elect to send pupils to
schools in another district upon mutual agreement by both the
sending district Board and the receiving district Board
(Conway/Bartlett).
B. PURPOSE
To assure every member of the Conway AREA schools'
student body equal access to all educational programs and
opportunities.
To provide a broader range of program offerings for students
than would otherwise be financially feasible for individual school
districts.
To share equitably the costs of education at Conway AREA
schools among the districts involved in this plan.
To provide a mechanism for sending districts to actively
participate in the evaluation and planning of programs at the Conway
AREA schools.
C. QUALITY OF EDUCATION
The Conway School District guarantees to operate schools,
accredited and fully approved, consistent with the standards as
defined by the laws of the State of New Hampshire for the education
of its own and sending district students, grades K through 12.
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D. STUDENT ORIENTATION AND CURRICULUM SERVICES
Orientation and information sessions for parents will be
provided. Orientation services will be made available by the receiving
district to grade six pupils and grade eight pupils of the sending
districts for seventh and ninth grade placement and subject
placement. There will be articulation in programs between
elementary, junior and senior high schools. The AREA Schools'
Department Heads/Curriculum Coordinators and others designated
by the principals will meet a minimum of twice per school year with
the principals and staffs of the sending schools to discuss curriculum
issues and coordination.
E. PUPIL REGULATIONS
It is understood that the pupil regulations of the receiving
district will apply to ALL students. Students transported by sending
districts are also subject to the transportation rules of that district.
F. REPORTS PROVIDED
All member district boards will have access to educational
records for legitimate educational purposes for pupils residing within
their districts, all in accordance with the Federal Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, also known as the Buckley Amendment,
Public Law 93-380 (20 USC S.1232g.)
All member district boards will have access to educational
records, with no identification of individual students, for the purpose
of conducting evaluations of school programs.
The AREA schools will provide quarterly attendance reports,
and discipline and grade summaries to include the numbers of
suspensions (both internal and external), honor roll data, failing
grades and A's. These reports will be submitted to the respective
superintendents for distribution to the appropriate school boards.
Copies of the principals' monthly enrollment/membership reports will
be provided to the respective superintendents and appropriate data
will be shared with the district school boards by the superintendents.
G. SENDING DISTRICT PARTICIPATION IN CONWAY BOARD
ACTIVITIES
The sending district boards will elect one representative of the
SAU #9 districts and one representative of the SAU #13 districts to
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serve on each of the Conway School Board standing committees as
voting committee members including, but not limited to, Policy and
Curriculum Committees.
All sending district board members are encouraged to attend
standing committee meetings and meetings of the Conway School
Board.
H. PURPOSE AND FREQUENCY OF AREA MEETINGS
There shall be three scheduled meetings of the AREA Joint
Board annually in May, September/October, and January/February
and such other meetings as scheduled by the board. The May
meeting will be the reorganizational meeting. The AREA Joint Board
shall be composed of three (3) representatives from the school
boards of Albany, Bartlett, Conway, Eaton, Freedom, Jackson,
Madison, and Tamworth in accordance with RSA 195.A-5. All other
district board members may attend as observers. These meetings
will be educationally oriented and will provide opportunities for the
sending district boards to be involved with the program of studies and
the administrative procedures. of the Conway AREA schools.




Rates of tuition shall be determined annually for each
receiving school.
2. Rates shall be based on actual expenses for the
preceding school year. Expenses shall refer to the following cost
items: administration, instruction, health services, operation of plant,
maintenance of plant, student body activities, SAU expenses,
summer school, and fixed charges (employees' retirement, teachers'
retirement, F.I.C.A., and insurance.)
3. As part of the tuition rate, there shall be a rental
charge (capital outlay x 2%) as provided in RSA 193:4, RSA 194.27,
and RSA 195-A:1 (X) in accordance with the following formula:
a. A rental charge shall be determined for each building
(Kennett Jr./Sr. High School as one building and each
elementary school as appropriate) as determined
according to statute.
b. The totals for paragraph 3, section 3a, shall be
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prorated on the basis of the average daily
membership of each building for the preceding school
year.
4. Such state aid received under RSA 198:19 by the
receiving district resulting from the attendance of pupils from the
sending districts to the AREA schools shall be credited to the benefit
of the sending districts in the determination of the cost per pupil
tuition rate.
5. The costs of Special Education or Section 504
(Rehabilitation Act of 1973) services provided by the receiving district
for the students of the sending districts shall be charged to the
sending disthct on an individual basis for the actual costs of the
services provided (when these services are unique or not included in
the comprehensive program of the school).
6. Tuition payments shall be made by the sending
districts in each fiscal and scholastic year by October, and quarterly
thereafter (December, March and June).
TUITION = Prior Year Expenses + Rental Charge
Average Membership Average Membership
ADM ADM
J. SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
In case of disagreement as to the interpretation or application
of this agreement, such controversy shall be submitted, by any
member board, in writing to the State Board of Education which, after
notice and hearing, shall make a decision which shall be final and
binding.
K. METHOD OF AMENDMENT
The AREA Joint Board may propose amendments to this plan
consistent with the provisions of RSA 195-A. No amendment shall be
effective, unless the question of adopting such amendment is
submitted at an annual or special school district meeting to the voters
of the districts voting by ballot with the use of a checklist after
reasonable opportunity for debate in open meetings, and unless a
majority of voters of each district present and voting shall vote in
favor of adopting such amendment. The text of such amendment
shall be included in an appropriate article in the warrant of such
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district meeting. It shall be the duty of the school board of each
district to hold a public hearing concerning the adoption of any
amendment to the written plan at least ten days before such meeting
and to cause notice of such hearing and the text of the proposed
amendment to be published in a newspaper of general circulation in
the area before such hearing.
L DATE OF OPERATING RESPONSIBILITY
The date of operating responsibility shall be July 1, 1987.
Revised: (date of adoption)
M. NO DISCONTINUED BUILDINGS
No existing school buildings in the several school districts
shall be discontinued as a result of this AREA plan.
N. PLANNING COMMITTEE
There shall be a planning committee formed as needed,
consisting of two (2) citizens of each sending district and receiving
district, as well as a school board member from each district to review
the organizational structure of the AREA school districts. Committee
members shall be appointed by the Moderator in each district.
SUBJECT TO RATIFICATION BY RESPECTIVE BOARDS AND
TOWNS.
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EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 8, 1994
The annual meeting of the Eaton School District was called to order
at 4:00 p.m. by School Moderator Mark Provost.
ARTICLES 1-5 were voted by ballot. The following were elected;
1. Moderator: Mark Provost
2. Clerk: Laura M. Nash
3. School Board Member: Jane K. Gray
4. Treasurer: Susan Brooks
5. Auditor: James Worcester
ARTICLE 6. Alexander McKenzie moved to accept the provisions of
RSA 198:20-b providing that any school district at an annual meeting
may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission
of such authority, the School Board to apply for, accept, and expend,
without further action by the School District, money from a state,
federal, or other government unit or a private source which becomes
available during the fiscal year. Lee Hurley seconded the motion.
The motion was carried unanimously.
ARTICLE 7. Jane Gray moved to authorize the establishment of a
Technology Coordinator's position by School Administrative Unit #9
pursuant to RSA 189:43 and RSA 189:47. Donald Philbrick seconded
the motion. After some discussion and clarification, the motion was
defeated with 7 votes yes and 10 votes no.
ARTICLE 8. Alexander McKenzie moved to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 as a deficit appropriation to the 1993-94 budget for
the purpose of meeting unanticipated student tuition expenses.
James Brooks seconded the motion. Larry Ross moved to amend
the motion to state "to see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 as a deficit appropriation to the
1993-94 budget for the purpose of meeting unanticipated student
tuition expenses." Jane Gray seconded the amendment. The
amendment was accepted unanimously. The amended motion was
passed unanimously.
ARTICLE 9. Alexander McKenzie moved to raise and appropriate the
sum of $2,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund (School
Bus), established at the 1975 school district meeting, to be held in the
custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the Town of Eaton. Jane
Gray seconded. The motion carried unanimously.
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ARTICLE 10. Jane Gray moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$8,000.00 to be placed in the Reserve Fund (Special Education),
established at the 1987 school district meeting, to be held in the
custody of the Trustees of Trust Funds for the Town of Eaton.
Alexander McKenzie seconded the motion. The motion earned
unanimously.
ARTICLE 10. Jane Gray moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$466,289.00 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries for
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of the
statutory obligations of the District. Alexander McKenzie seconded
the motion. The motion carried unanimously.
Paul Hennigan gave some positive comments about the
school system stating "if one wonders about the schools, talk to kids
who went through them."
Paul Hennigan then motioned that the meeting adjourn.






SPECIAL EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
NOVEMBER?, 1994
The special meeting of the Eaton School District was called
to order at 7:00 p.m. by School Moderator Mark Provost.
ARTICLE 1. To see if the District will vote to create a Cooperative
School District Planning Committee in accord with the provisions of
RSA 195:18 consisting of three qualified voters, one of whom shall be
a member of the school board; said members shall be appointed by
the Moderator within ten (10) days of the vote of the Disthct.
(Recommended by the School Board)
Jane Gray presented details of said article, clarifying how it
would benefit the town by having a say in where our tax dollars are
distributed within the school budget.
Alexander McKenzie inquired as to how the board
membership would be represented? Jane Gray replied that the
membership would consist of one official board member and two
volunteer non-members.
With no further questions, Mark Provost called for a vote on
Article 1 (RSA 195:18). The motion was accepted with 7 votes yes,
votes no, and 4 undecided.
Mark Provost motioned for any volunteers to serve as non-
members on the board. Carol Mayhofer volunteered, but no positions
were assigned. Mark Provost stated he had within ten days of the
vote to appoint said members.
With no further issues, Jane Gray motioned to adjourn.
Alexander McKenzie seconded the motion. The meeting was






By Harry L. Benson
SAU #9 continues to make progress as a more efficient,
effective unit. The schools in the SAU have made great strides
during the past three years. They all provide a quality education to
the youth of Mount Washington Valley, and I am pleased that the
communities seem to have a greatly improved opinion of the schools.
The administrative team of principals and the superintendent
and staff working together as a cohesive leadership team is helping
define issues and work with teachers and other staff to address those
issues. The implementation of the New Hampshire Assessment
Program at grade three is the beginning of an improvement program
that will provide meaningful information to help us continue the
improvement process. We look forward to the extension of that
program into grades six and ten by next year.
The principals of our schools have worked hard with their
staffs to improve the delivery of instruction to all students. We are
reviewing our special education processes to improve effectiveness
and education for all. We are reviewing and revising curriculum,
developing standards for all courses of study, and replacing textbooks
and other instructional materials as appropriate. At Kennett, the
library has installed technology to connect with the Town library which
will permit students and citizens to share many of the resources of
both libraries electronically. Next year, we hope to install computer
labs in each elementary school to help us teach students to use this
tool to expand their learning opportunities.
From the Superintendent's office, we have worked hard to
assure a quality business like approach to managing the system, and
the results have been a savings to the taxpayers. Careful budgeting,
bidding for large ticket items, and planned maintenance activities all
have contributed to sound financial management. We are continuing
to explore ways to improve the system and to provide solid, cost
effective education for all students.
All in all, education in Mount Washington Valley looks positive.
I invite you to become active in the education of the youth by
participating at one of the schools. Volunteering a few hours a month
will help improve the program, add to your knowledge of the activities
of your youth, and make you feel proud to be a part of the educational
process.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
EATON SCHOOL DISTRICT
Fiscal Year July 1, 1993 to June 30, 1994
Cash on Hand July 1, 1993 $67,302.76
(Treasurer's Bank Balance)
Received From Selectmen $348,396.00
Revenue From State Sources 14,809.05
Received From Tuitions (Refund) 2,573.44
Interest 2,023.24
Received From All Other Sources 1,039.00
Total Receipts $ 368,840.73
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year $ 436,143.49
Bank Service Charge 83.99
Less School Board Orders Paid 425,534.85






This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the Treasurer of the
School District of Eaton of which the above is a true summary for the














TOTAL ASSETS $ 11,196.02
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY:
Unreserved Fund Balance $11,196.02
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $ 11,196.02
STATEMENT OF REVENUES
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1994
General
Account




Earnings on Investments 2,023.24
Other Local Revenue 704.00
TOTAL LOCAL REVENUE $351,123.24
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES:
Catastrophic Aid $ 14,542.29
TOTAL STATE REVENUE 14,542.49
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES:
Indirect Federal Aid $ 266.76
TOTAL REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES 266.76
TOTAL REVENUE $ 365,932.29
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CONWAY SCHOOL DISTRICT













2210 Improvement of Instruction
2220 Educational Media
2310 School Board Services
2320 Office of Superintendent
2410 Office of Principal
2540 Operation/Maintenance of Plant
2550 Pupil Transportation
2600 Evaluation Services
2900 Other Support Sen/ices
TOTAL ELEM. GENERAL FUND EXPENSES
LESS: Transportation
LESS: Spec. Educ.(Conway Only)
LESS: Spec. Educ. Psych. (2140)
(Conway Only)
TOTAL FOR TUITION CALCULATION
DIVIDED BY 1993-94 ELEMENTARY ADM
PLUS 2% RENTAL FEE (1994-95)
1994-1995 CONWAY ELEMENTARY TUITION
1994-1995 JOHN FULLER ELEM. TUITION RATE
1994-1995 PINE TREE ELEM. TUITION RATE
*Does not include Federal Projects/Lunch
** CONWAY ELEM 2% RENTAL $207.50
** JOHN FULLER ELEM 2% RENTAL $257.75











































21 90 Other Support Services
2210 Improvement of Instruction
2220 Educational Media
2310 School Board Services
2320 Office of Superintendent
2400 School Administration
2540 Operation/Maintenance of Plant
2550 Pupil Transportation
2600 Evaluation Services
2900 Other Support Services
TOTAL JR HIGH GENERAL FUND EXPENSES
LESS: Transportation
LESS: Spec. Educ.(Conway Only)
LESS: Spec. Educ. Psych. (2140)
(Conway Only)
TOTAL FOR TUITION CALCULATION
DIVIDED BY 1993-94 JR HIGH ADM
PLUS 2% RENTAL FEE (1994-95)
1994-1995 CONWAY JUNIOR HIGH TUITION RATE












































21 90 Other Support Services
221 Improvement of Instruction
2220 Educational Media
2310 School Board Services
2320 Office of Superintendent
2400 School Administration
2540 Operation/Maintenance of Plant
2550 Pupil Transportation
2600 Evaluation Services
2900 Other Support Services




LESS: Revenue-Bldg Aid Roof
LESS: Transportation
PLUS: HS Student Activities Transp.
LESS: Spec. Educ.(Conway Only)
LESS: Spec. Educ. Psych. (2140)
(Conway Only)
TOTAL FOR TUITION CALCULATION
DIVIDED BY 1993-94 HIGH SCHOOL ADM
PLUS 2% RENTAL CHARGE
1994-1995 CONWAY HIGH SCHOOL TUITION








































REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES:
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL
PRESENTATION
To the Members of the
School Administrative Unit Board
School Administrative Unit No. 9
Conv\/ay, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
School Administrative Unit No. 9 as of and for the year ended June 30, 1 994, as listed
in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the School Administrative Unit's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As descnbed in Note 1 B, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements
referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
School Administrative Unit No. 9 as of June 30, 1 994, and the results of its operations
for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The individual fund financial statements listed
in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not
a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the School
Administrative Unit. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is
fairly presented in all matenal respects in relation to the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.






In compliance with an act of the legislature passed in 1887,
requiring clerks of towns and cities to furnish a transcript of record of
births, marriages, and deaths to the town officers for publication in
the annual report, the following are submitted.
Ruby A. B. Hurll
Town Clerk, Eaton, NH.
BIRTHS
March 2, 1994, Charlotte Carrier Walker, born North Conway, NH;
Father, Robert Martin Walker, born MA; Mother, Suzie Christiane
Walker, born Canada.
MARRIAGES
July 10, 1994 - in Eaton. Bernardus Bartholomeus Georgios
Witteveen, born the Netherlands, resident OH; Cathren Jeanne
Noble, born NH, resident OH. Married by Ellen W. Lankhorst,
Licensed Minister.
August 13, 1994 In Eaton. Christopher Wilfred Carison, born MA,
resident MA; Maria Jean Bean, born ME, resident MA. Married by
Richard F. Wilcox, (Retired) Pastor.
August 20, 1994. In Eaton. David Alexander Atkins, born CA,
resident MA; Bettina Karen Mutter, bom MA, resident MA. Married by
Nathan Bark, Rabbi Dr.
August 20, 1994 - in North Conway. Steven Bradshaw Evans, born
MA, resident NH; Melissa Ann Fox, born MA, resident NH. Married
by Wesley E. Palmer, Pastor.
September 17, 1994 - in Eaton. Gordon G. Campbell, born OH,
resident MA; Susan Dodge Middleton, bom NH, resident MA. Married
by Richard F. Wilcox, (Ret) Pastor.
October 1, 1994 - in Eaton. Arthur Cirillo Bisenti, Jr., born MA,
resident MA; Lori Jeanne Dutch, born MA, resident MA. Married by
Richard F. Wilcox, (Ret.) Minister
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October 9, 1994 - in Eaton. Charles Francis Grant, born MA, resident
MA; Joanne Gudrun Anderson, born PA, resident MA. Marned by
Neal W. Ferris, Minister.
October 15, 1994 - in Eaton. Thomas Hayes Hopkins, Jr., born MA
resident MA; Donna Wendy Turner, born MA, resident MA. Married
by Richard F. Wilcox, Sr, Retired Pastor.
October 17, 1994 - in Eaton. John Francis Paladino, born CA,
resident MA; Laura Jane Vignoli, born MA, resident MA. Married by
Linda A. Jenkins, Justice of the Peace.
December 4, 1994- In Eaton. James N. Loukola, born MA, resident
ME; Mary E. Widder, born NH, resident ME. Marned by Linda a.
Jenkins, Justice of the Peace.
DEATHS
July 10, 1994 - Robert Beecher Linscott, resident Eaton, birthplace
Brownfield, ME. Place of death, North Conway, NH.
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FEE SCHEDULE
Building Permit Application - $.10 per square foot for dwellings -
minimum $72.00. $.05 per square foot for accessory buildings and
structures - minimum $5.00.
Subdivision - $200.00 plus $25.00 per lot and cost of hearing
(includes mailing and advertisements and notices).
Board of Adjustment - cost of mailing, hearing advertisements,
notices and cost of hearing.
Pistol - Revolver License - $10.00
Current Use Application - $10.00 per parcel
Inspection of New Oil Burner Installations - $10.00 (Installer must
contact Fire Chief.)
Inspection of Unvented Kerosene Heaters - $2.00 (Contact Fire
Chief.)
State Dredge & Fill Permit - Minimum impact: $50.00. Minor impact:
$ 100.00. Major impact: $300.00 (File application with Town Clerk.
Filing fee- $12.00.)
Zoning Ordinances, Subdivision Regulations and Site Plan Review
Regulations are free to taxpayers of Eaton. There is a $10.00 fee for
all others. A complete package in a binder is $35. Set of tax maps
(reduced size) - $5.00 for residents and $ 10.00 for all others.
IF YOU HAVE A FIRE.. ..The Town of Eaton pays for all fire and
rescue calls made by the Conway Fire Department out of tax monies;
individuals pay nothing. The Town does not pay for non-emergency
ambulance calls. You can save the Town a considerable amount of
tax money by requesting your agent to include in your Insurance
policy - at nominal cost - a "Recovery Clause" which will pass on to
the insurance company at least some of the cost of response by the
Conway Fire Department. Contact the Selectmen or your agent for
details.
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